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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, the business world has been riddled with scandals and fraud that 

consistently make international headlines. These transgressions do not just occur overnight. 

Rather, they begin with the kinds of moral slip-ups that take place in offices regularly. They are 

based in poor leadership, misguided systems, loose protocols, and, most of all, innate human 

behavior. This paper examines six ethical dilemmas that are the result of psychological behavior: 

the fudge factor, slippery slope, conflict of interest, ego depletion, revenge, and social group 

cheating. I explore solutions to these issues that come from a series of academic studies as well 

as from real-life cases in business environments to minimize or eliminate the associated moral 

transgressions in the workplace.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Without integrity, motivation is dangerous; without motivation, capacity is impotent; 

without capacity, understanding is limited; without understanding, knowledge is 

meaningless; without knowledge, experience is blind. 

Experience is easy to provide and quickly put to good use by people with the other 

qualities. Make absolute integrity the compass that guides you in everything you do. And 

surround yourself only with people of flawless integrity. – Karl Eller (Eller, 2005) 

In the business world of tight profit margins and cutthroat competition, it is easy to lose 

one’s values. Karl Eller, an esteemed American entrepreneur, experienced the ugly side of 

business numerous times during his career. Eller’s entrepreneurial spirit extended back to his 

childhood paperboy days. After his graduation from the University of Arizona in 1952 (the 

Business College is now named for him), he went on to create the Combined Communications 

advertising conglomerate, commandeer the rise and fall of Circle K gas stations, and return from 

the ashes to his passion for advertising as head of the Eller Media Company. The desire for an 

ethical workplace was such a cornerstone of Eller’s business that he titled his book of 

entrepreneurial lessons Integrity is All You’ve Got. He built his reputation on trust and expected 

nothing less than the pristine integrity of his operations. Eller understood that the key to business 

success rests heavily on one’s character and actions. Yet, due to human nature, we sometimes 

fail to live up to our own standards. This paper’s purpose is to examine types of cheating in the 

workplace and explore ways to promote ethical behavior that can address or ward off explicit 

and innate wrongdoings. With implementation, managers can effectively thwart the lure of 

unethical behavior and nudge employees to act in an ethical manner. 
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BACKGROUND 

History has shown time and time again that corporate scandals and employee maleficence 

are inescapable in the workplace. The ethical behavior (or lack thereof) of employees has come 

to the public’s attention now more than ever. Yet reports of wrongdoing often focus on 

multimillion-dollar heists and psychological deviants rather than on the behavior of the everyday 

workforce. This paper looks at the temptations and inducements of the majority, who fight 

difficult internal moral battles even if million-dollar paydays are never at stake. The office 

supplies taken for personal use, the hours counted as on-the-clock, and the accounting numbers 

“mistakenly” overlooked are nonetheless a major issue for organizations, and potentially a bigger 

one than the stories that make CNN headliners.   

In this paper I examine behavioral ethics, the study of the antecedents of unethical 

behavior. An understanding of how minor ethical misdeeds can become significant problems 

involves identifying why people are motivated to choose the ethical or unethical route. 

Individual, situational, and organizational factors can all play a role. We tend to view 

wrongdoing as a simple calculation of whether the costs of punishment and the probability of 

getting caught outweigh the benefits of cheating. While this type of reasoning from a rational 

economic model makes logical sense, a host of other factors also play a role in our decision 

making, such as a person’s psychological state. The rational economic model needs to be 

amended to include the internal battle of gaining from cheating and keeping a positive self-

image. The revised model is called self-concept maintenance theory and I will reference it when 

examining six cases of ethical dilemmas: the fudge factor, slippery slope, conflict of interest, ego 

depletion, revenge, and social group cheating.  
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ETHICAL DILEMMA 1: THE FUDGE FACTOR 

The fudge factor, a theory coined by psychologist Dan Ariely, goes hand-in-hand with 

self-concept maintenance theory and the desire to find self-justification for cheating. In essence, 

the fudge factor is the balancing act we engage in when we weigh unethical acts while still trying 

to view ourselves as ethical. As Ariely (2012) theorized, “we cheat up to the level that allows us 

to retain our self-image as reasonable honest individuals” (p. 23). An increased fudge factor 

increases our self-concept allowing for us to rationalize additional unethical behavior. 

We can increase or decrease our ability to fudge in one of two ways: first, by how 

mindful we are of our actions through our attention to our personal moral standards; second, by 

how we categorize our actions (Mazar, Amir, & Ariely, 2008, p. 634-5)—namely, whether we 

frame them in a self-serving manner. Both ways of altering our ability to fudge allow us to take 

part in moral disengagement by what Adam Barsky of the University of Melbourne (2011) calls 

“systematic or cognitive reconstruction of behavior” (p. 60). As Ariely (2012) notes, “the 

psychological distance between a dishonest act and its consequences, the fudge factor would 

increase and our participants would cheat more” (p. 32).   

RESEARCH 

One of Ariely’s experiments in particular has proven the inverse relationship of gaining 

from cheating and positive self-image that self-concept theory presents. A study was conducted 

were participants were rewarded monetarily different values, ranging between 25 cents and $10 

for each math question solved on a series of matrix tests. The tests involved a series of tables 

containing numbers that added up to ten. Participants were told to try to find these pairs of 

numbers. One group had the opportunity to cheat by self-reporting their scores, and the other 
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group had their scores tallied for them by an administrator. Ariely found that the participants 

given the opportunity to cheat added two extra correct points to their tests, on average, the 

cheating did not increase in coordination with the 25 cent, 50 cent, $1, $2, $5, and $10 dollar size 

of the payout. Cheating at the highest payout was in fact lower statistically than in the other 

categories (Ariely, 2012, p. 19). The results suggest that the participants did not feel comfortable 

with their own self-image when cheating on a relatively grand scale. They seemingly could not 

fudge past their own moral standards as the reward increased. In other words, the larger the 

payout the larger the transgression appeared to the individuals.  

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

Virtually all of us face pressure to expand our ethical boundaries on an almost daily basis. 

Managers can take steps to decrease such temptations. Company culture is perhaps the single 

most important tool for keeping the workplace ethical. While many businesses have extensive 

documentation of codes of ethics, company stances, and moral practices, these formal codes of 

conduct are much less important than the informal culture within each division and company 

structure as a whole. Many times, superiors promote unethical behavior through benign-sounding 

euphemisms – for example, by encouraging employees to use “creative accounting,” dispose of 

“by-products,” or “downsize” (Bazerman & Tenbrunsel, 2010). 

To bolster the ethics of informal culture, one must fix what isn’t talked about. Open 

discussion is required, and employees must be given the chance to speak their mind. A positive 

atmosphere, where managers model ethical behavior and put stringent ethical standards in place, 

makes it more difficult for employees to become morally disengaged and categorize their actions 

in a self-serving manner. Unethical behavior becomes harder to justify in a clean, transparent 

environment.  
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Additionally, managers can have their formal codes of conduct placed at the top of 

memos and important documents that must be completed, signed, or handed in rather than at the 

bottom. This simple change forces mindfulness of our personal ethical standards and decreases 

the likelihood of fudging (Shu, Mazar, Gino, Ariely, & Bazerman, 2012). The mental reminder 

encourages employees to complete the document in the scope of the impartial workplace instead 

of personal gain. 

PROOF 

Ethical reminders at the top of assignments have had proven success. A group of 

researchers conducted a similar matrix math test similar to one described above, albeit with one 

difference –some participants were given the ability to cheat only after being required to sign the 

following statement: “I understand that this short survey falls under [the university’s] honor 

system.” Participants who were allowed to cheat without signing the code of conduct statement 

cheated more often than those in a control group, who were not able to cheat; meanwhile, those 

who signed the code behaved similarly to the control group (Mazar et al., p. 637). The 

acknowledgement that cheating was against the organization’s rules altered participants’ 

behavior and effectively eliminated cheating entirely.  

The effect of this ethical reminder was further reinforced in a field study that compared 

employees at an automobile company that signed ethics codes at the top of mileage reports with 

employees that signed codes at the bottom. Those that signed at the bottom were less honest, 

claiming to have driven around ten percent fewer miles than those who signed a code at the 

begging of the report (Shu, et al., 2012). Reminding individuals of their organization’s ethical 

standards and having them acknowledge them, does indeed appear effective at pushing them 

toward ethical behavior themselves. 
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ETHICAL DILEMMA 2: SLIPPERY SLOPE 

As the fudge factor suggests, we often change our ethical standards to rationalize our 

behavior. This process often involves moving our ethical boundaries until we arrive at a point 

that was inconceivable when we began. Having become desensitized and accustomed to our own 

ethical wrongdoing, we may fail to recognize the magnitude of our transgressions. The 

phenomenon of engaging in gradually more unethical behavior is known as the slippery slope 

effect (Bazerman & Tenbrunsel, 2010, p. 47).  

The slippery slope effect in ethics can be compared to the path to drug addiction. The 

public is wildly familiar with the “not even once” campaign against narcotics yet, there is often 

an overwhelmingly leniency with small ethical mishaps leading toward the same degrading loss 

of self-control. One of my undergraduate professors, Sam, attests that the slippery slope effect 

was prevalent when he worked as a high-level sales manager at large corporations. Throughout 

his career, he saw prominent sales executives living for the chase of a sale. Crossing ethical 

boundaries for personal gain can release dopamine, and executives can get hooked. Dopamine 

offers a rush that people crave more and more of, until they find themselves making wildly 

unethical moves to close sales or gain an advantage that they never would have had. The slippery 

slope that these executives face is not confined to the industry; it is a widespread effect that all 

businesses encounter.  

RESEARCH 

Researchers David Welsh, Lisa Ordóñez, Deirdre Snyder, and Michael Christian (2014) 

documented the slippery-slope effect in an experimental study. Participants in their study were 

given matrix math tests and divided into three sub-groups, all of which had the opportunity to 
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cheat by self-reporting their scores. One group was rewarded monetarily in each round 

consistently and received the maximum payout of $2.50 per question if they answered correctly. 

The second group had an abrupt change in the payout, receiving nothing for correct answers in 

the first two rounds but $2.50 per correct answer after that. The third group represented the 

slippery slope condition; payouts gradually increased per round to participants. In the first round, 

they received 25 cents per correct question, $1.00 per correct question in the second, and $2.50 

per correct question in the third round. The scholars found that participants in the gradual-change 

condition cheated more in every round. Of the participants, 57% who cheated in round one 

cheated in round two, and 78% of participants who cheated in round two cheated in round three. 

A total of 60% of participants in this slippery-slope condition cheated at least once in the final 

round as compared to a relatively low 30% in the abrupt-change condition and 31% in the 

consistent maximum payment condition (Welsh, Ordóñez, Snyder, & Christian, 2014, p. 5). The 

groups that experienced low-cheating levels could not rationalize the cheating because the $2.50 

gained seemed like too much and would have lowered their self-concept. However, the gradual-

change condition allowed individuals to justify the cheating because they had already engaged in 

similar behavior. 

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

When it comes to the slippery slope effect, stopping the original ethical transgressions 

before they happen is the most sensible mode of attack. Managers need to be aware of the 

dangerous path that small wrongdoings can lead to and create an environment where even the 

smallest transgressions are not tolerated. Every offense needs to be reviewed and brought to the 

attention of the offender and supervisor, and action taken to either correct the situation or 

formally discipline according to proper procedure. To deter the slippery slope effect further, 
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ethical reminders can be made prominent in the workplace. Signs and reminders of moral 

standards and commitments can be hung on walls, and notices of company policies placed on all 

important documents.  

PROOF 

Ethical reminders have been proven to be successful at curbing cheating and deviant 

behavior in this context just as they were in the fudge factor. In one academic study of 450 

students, half were asked to recall the last 10 books they had read, and the other half were asked 

to recall the 10 Commandments before taking the matrix math test with opportunities to cheat. 

The experiment found the usual widespread cheating among students who were asked to recall 

the books but found zero cheating among those asked to recall the 10 Commandments (Ariely, 

2012, p. 40). 

ETHICAL DILEMMA 3: CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

The professor I mentioned previously, Sam, worked in sales in the semiconductor 

industry. He recounts that many of the buyers who worked for large original equipment 

manufacturers (OEMs) had strong ties with suppliers of microchip manufacturers. Purchasing 

agents of these OEMs were having their home mortgages and children’s educations subsidized 

by the semiconductor manufacturers in return for signing supply contracts worth millions. 

Needless to say, the agents had no reason to consider any other suppliers for their business. Such 

devious industry practices translated into the secondary market as well. Sam was in the business 

of selling excess inventory to manufacturers, who did not need the latest and greatest technology. 

However, despite selling their product at prices up to 70% below those from the major suppliers, 

the company struggled to close sales. It was widely suspected that the buying agents weren’t 
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even interested in the discounted products due to the major “rewards” (i.e., kickbacks) that they 

were receiving from the semiconductor manufacturers in this market as well.  

Problems like these arise in all areas of business due to conflicts of interest between our 

ethical standards and actions that would benefit us. As rational beings, we are subject to bounded 

ethicality— the systematic ways in which our morality favors self-interests regardless of our 

intentions (Bazerman & Tenbrunsel, 2010, p. 7). Conflict of interest is not restricted to our own 

actions, but also extends to the unethical behavior of those around us, as bias persuades us to turn 

a blind eye. Consider the widely reviewed Enron scandal, one of the biggest corporate collapses 

in American history. Enron was discovered to have cooked its accounting books and hidden 

enormous amounts of debt. Why did Enron’s auditing firm Arthur Andersen not bring these 

actions to light? Arthur Anderson received approximately $25 million in auditing fees and $27 

million in consulting fees from the energy giant. With a major chunk of an auditor’s 

compensation coming from its contracted firm, it is easy to look the other way or even 

rationalize and defend behavior that aligns with our self-interest. While conflicts of interest 

rarely amount to $40 billion lawsuits, they affect everyday behavior nonetheless.  

RESEARCH 

To examine conflict of interest, a recent study had participants play the role of buyer, 

seller, buyer’s auditor, or seller’s auditor in the hypothetical sale of a fictional company. Every 

role received the same information pertinent to assessing the value of the company. 

Unsurprisingly, sellers evaluated their company to be worth substantially more than the buyers 

did. Additionally, the auditors on both sides showed biased evaluations strongly favoring their 

clients. When the auditors were asked to estimate the company’s true value with a monetary 

incentive at stake for accuracy, the selling auditors estimated the value to be an average of 30% 
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higher than the buyer (Bazerman & Tenbrunsel, 2010, p. 51). The study showed that auditors 

were biased on a subconscious level and were unable to recognize their conflict of interest.  

One might reason that the negative effects of conflict of interest might be eliminated by 

making the bias known to all parties. According to this thinking, recipients of advice will benefit 

from full disclosure because they can decide for themselves whether conflict of interest 

influences the advisors’ actions. However, research in fact shows that disclosure actually 

enhances the ill effects of conflict of interest. Advisors benefit from disclosure, which often 

allows them to escalate their commitment to the conflict of interest rather than to give it up. 

According to researchers Daylian Cain, George Leowenstein, and Don Moore (2005), disclosure 

is ineffective for three main reasons: 

1. Measuring conflict of interest in advice is extremely challenging; mental and economic 

insight are usually necessary. 

2. People naturally tend to trust their advisors. 

3. Adjustments made for disclosure are usually not sufficient. People have difficulty 

unlearning or ignoring information given to them, even if they know it to be untrue (p. 5-

6). 

In fact, trust in biased advice may actually increase rather than decrease if advisors over-

exaggerate implications in order to counteract the lessened weight that listeners give the advice. 

Trust in advice may also increase through “moral licensing,” or the tendency for advisors to no 

longer feel morally obligated to give fair opinions because they disclosed their bias. 

In an experimental test of their theories, Daylian Cain, George Leowenstein, and Don 

Moore (2005) placed participants in the role of either advisor or estimator. All participants were 
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asked to estimate the amount of money placed in jars during rounds of the experiment, but the 

advisors could examine the jars in more detail than the estimators could. Both types of 

participants were compensated based on the estimator’s estimate. There were three different 

types of rounds: One in which the advisor was compensated based on the accuracy of the 

estimator’s answer, which was disclosed to the estimator; one in which the advisor was 

compensated based on the extent to which the estimator over-estimated, information that was 

also disclosed; and one in which the advisor was also compensated based on over-estimation, but 

this fact was not disclosed to the estimator (Cain et al., p. 9).  

While the average amount of money in the jars was $18.16, the mean value of advice was 

$16.48 in the disclosed accurate reward condition, $20.16 in the undisclosed high estimate 

reward condition, and $24.16 in the disclosed high estimate reward condition (Cain et al., p. 12). 

Advisors ended up giving advice that was within $1 of their own personal estimates in the 

disclosed accuracy reward condition, $3.32 greater in the undisclosed high estimate reward 

condition, and above $7 in the disclosed high estimate reward condition (Cain et al., p. 14).  

Not surprisingly, the estimators’ answers were higher in the conflict of interest rounds 

than in the accuracy round. Also, the advice that was given in the conflict of interest rounds was 

discounted more than in the accuracy round, but not by enough to offset the bias. The advice 

given in the disclosed and undisclosed round were not discounted at a statistically different rate 

by the estimators. Despite the disclosure of bias, estimates were around 28% higher in the 

disclosed high estimate reward condition than in the disclosed accurate reward condition (Cain et 

al., p. 17). Estimators made less money when conflicts of interests were disclosed than when 

they were not undisclosed. Advisors saw the opposite effect in their payouts; they made more 
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money when their conflict of interest was exposed. This study shows not only the magnitude of 

conflict of interest but how difficult it can be to neutralize.  

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

The most obvious solution to conflicts of interest may be to eliminate them wherever 

possible. However, this can be difficult, as conflicts of interest can be practically embedded in 

many job descriptions. One place to start could be to eradicate reward systems in compliance 

initiative.  

Compliance systems often fail to curb unethical behavior because of their structural 

make-up. The systems imply that individuals know the rules and ethical boundaries (Bazerman 

& Tenbrunsel, 2010, p. 63). When reward systems are factored in, compliance can have an 

adverse effect. Compliance systems turn ethical decisions into business ones, due in part to these 

reward systems. Reward systems allow for our bounded ethicality to take over, giving our self-

interest precedence over the ended target much in the way goal setting can. Studies have shown 

that goal setting causes individuals to focus exclusively on the goal and neglect other important 

concerns, to engage in risky behavior, to rely on extrinsic rather than intrinsic motivation, and to 

take part in more unethical behavior than they would in other circumstances (Ordóñez, 

Schweitzer, Galinsky, & Bazerman 2009). Consider Bazerman and Tenbrunsel’s example of The 

False Claims Act, federal legislation passed in the United States in 1863. The Act was intended 

to promote ethical behavior and compliance, encouraging individuals to become public 

whistleblowers on federal contractors who defraud the government. Because whistleblowers are 

compensated based on the total amount that the case settles for in court, they have incentives to 

wait years or even decades to report wrongdoing to increase the damage caused and thus their 

own payout (Bazerman & Tenbrunsel, 2010, p. 65).  
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Another means of eliminating conflict of interest is to separate rewards from outcomes. 

This can be done by changing the compensation structure of employees. Insurance brokers 

should not be compensated on how many claims they deny, for example, but rather on their 

thoroughness and compliance with company policies; sales executives should not be 

compensated on their total sales, but on their contribution margins and profit levels for the 

company; and auditors should not be compensated by their clients based on their awarded credit 

ratings, but on the scale of the size of the job.  

PROOF 

To take another example of the pitfalls of linking rewards to outcomes, consider the story 

of an experienced vice president, Tom Weasel (name jocularly changed for the sake of privacy). 

Tom worked for the company Employee Solutions (now defunct, perhaps due to workplace 

mishaps such as this one), which specialized in handling payroll tax withholding, time off, 

vacation, workers’ compensation, insurance, and other internal solutions. Tom was a so called 

“close monster” pulling in huge amounts of revenue for the company by closing sales contracts 

for its services. However, Employee Solutions had a problem: its compensation structure 

rewarded sales executives with commissions based on percentages of the total sale value. Tom 

was skimming hundreds of thousands from the company simply by selling the services below the 

contribution margin of his sales, effectively selling services at a loss to his benefit. By the time 

Tom was discovered, his last deal closed with a trucking company worth $10 million.  

Such compensation structures beg for unethical behavior in the workplace, but they can 

be avoided. Employee Solutions, for example, could have simply rewarded executives based on a 

percentage of the contribution margin of the closed sale. Some progress has been made to avoid 

such behavior due to conflict of interest in the form of legislation. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 
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2002 sought to hold top-level executives responsible for financial scams and prevent auditing 

firms from offering other services such as consulting to the same client. The bill has only been 

mildly successful, however. Managers need to carefully review their reward structures to keep 

away temptations that can wreak havoc on the organization’s bottom line and lawful and moral 

standing. As Dan Ariely (2012) has said, “(I) doubt whether it’s at all possible to be objective 

when one is paid for his or her opinion” (p. 86).  

ETHICAL DILEMMA 4: EGO DEPLETION  

Work can be tiring. After a while, the mind begins to avoid any type of mental 

calculation that doesn’t involve fitting a fat slice of pizza in one’s mouth or finding the nearest 

couch on which to binge-watch House of Cards. When ethical choices come into play, the 

average overworked Joe is unlikely to take them very seriously. Resisting temptation takes 

energy: It gets harder and harder to say no after overcoming desires all day (Ariely, 2012, p. 

101). Imagine that each “no” we say to temptation causes a crack at the bottom of a dam. The 

structure can only take so much pressure before it crumbles and gives way to the rush of water. 

This, in essence, is ego depletion. It is a dangerous stage based on self-justification theory. 

Psychologist Daniel Kahneman, who won a Nobel prize in economics for his work, 

suggested that when making choices, we rely on two internal systems, dubbed System 1 and 

System 2. System 1 describes the brain’s automatic response functions. It handles the tasks we 

can do unconsciously, such as finishing popular sayings or finding the power button on a remote. 

System 2, on the other hand, handles the tasks that require thought and reason, such as 

computations and deciding which universities to apply to. As a result, our System 2 is easily 

taxed, and ego depletion kicks in. The mind begins to offshore tasks to System 1 and fails to 
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back them up with System 2 logic (Holt, 2011). When making ethical decisions when depleted, 

we are likely to take the easy route, with System 1 choosing unethical behavior to satisfy the 

desires of the “want” self rather than the more logical choices of the “should” self (Bazerman & 

Tenbrunsel, 2010, p. 42). Ego depletion also can lead to ethical fading, or the process of erasing 

the ethical elements of a decision from consideration at the time of action that you would not 

have when viewing the decision as a future or hypothetical choice (Bazerman and Tenbrunsel, 

2010, p. 44). Short-term gains become a priority when we rely on our System 1 thinking. 

RESEARCH 

Ariely has tested the ethical implications of ego depletion extensively. In one experiment, 

he divided participants into two groups and had them independently write short essays about 

what they had done the previous day. Members of the first group were not allowed to use words 

with the letters “x” and “z” in their responses; members of the second group were not allowed to 

use words with the letters “a” and “n.” Both groups then were presented with a standard matrix 

test with a control round and a round that gave them the opportunity to cheat. The control proved 

that both groups had an equal ability to solve the math problems. However, members of the 

group that experienced significantly more mental depletion, the “a” and “n” group, claimed to 

have solved three extra matrixes, on average, while members of the “x” and “z” group claimed to 

have solve an average of one more matrix (Ariely, 2012, p. 106). Those who performed the 

harder task and experienced ego depletion had much lower will power and gave into the 

temptation to cheat by a higher degree.  

Ego depletion was tested further in an experiment that included a Stroop task. A Stroop 

task involves a table of names of colors arranged in rows and columns. The names of the colors 

do not necessarily correspond with the color in which they are printed. The goal is to complete 
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the task by saying the color of each printed word aloud until it is gotten right. The mismatches 

taxes people’s cognitive ability, making our brains use System 2. One group of participants 

received a non-depleting Stroop task, where all the names of the colors aligned with the color in 

which they were printed. The other group received a depleting Stroop task, where none of the 

color names matched the color in which they were printed. Afterwards, the groups took the same 

50-question multiple choice test. To record and turn in their answers, each participant was asked 

whether they wanted a bubble answer sheet that was clean or one that had been used with 

answers partially erased. The partially erased sheets gave students the opportunity to change their 

answers and cheat. More individuals in the depleted group chose the partially erased sheet and 

cheated more than the non-depleted group. The participants were rewarded monetarily based on 

their correct answers, and the payout was 197% higher to the depleted individuals than to the 

non-depleted individuals (Ariely, 2012, p. 112). 

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

There are several tactics that can be implemented to diminish the effects of ego depletion 

in the office. The end goal is to keep our System 2 active for situations where ethical concerns 

arise. Just as one might try to avoid going grocery shopping while hungry if one is hoping to 

avoid being tempted by high-caloric snacks, employees should avoid engaging in mentally 

depleting tasks when mentally exhausted. This can be accomplished by encouraging employees 

to perform tasks that involve self-control and moral consideration early in the day, when they are 

typically at a higher energy level, to avoid cheating due to depletion (Bazerman & Tenbrunsel, 

2010, p. 115).  

An additional way to promote ethical decision making is to make multiple choices 

available to workers instead of just a single default choice, a change that can stimulate thinking 
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and System 2 responses instead of a System 1 emotional response. If only one option is available 

when making an ethical decision, scholars have suggested thinking about the choice abstractly. 

Encourage employees to ask themselves, “What would my mother say?” or to take another 

trusted third-party viewpoint (Bazerman & Tenbrunsel, 2010, p. 93). Since we often give in to 

our “want” side when presented temptations in the moment, engage in System 2 before acting to 

stimulate the “should” side, and compare the conclusions of both selves. Contradictory answers 

more than likely will point to an ethical dilemma.  

Time pressures often encourage employees to complete their tasks quickly and, 

consequently, rely on their System 1 automatic responses. Eliminating or reducing distractions 

and pressures for activities involving ethical decision making can encourage workers to mentally 

engage with their tasks (Bazerman & Tenbrunsel, 2010, p. 98). Besides constraints and 

distractions, uncertainty in the workplace can also play a distinct role in the problems associated 

with ethical fading discussed previously (Bazerman & Tenbrunsel, 2010, p. 97). When 

individuals are unaware of exact policies, budgets, or business standards, they are more likely to 

fib in the moment and rely on their “want” selves. The problem of ethical fading can be solved 

with the proposals outlined in the section on the fudge factor, including establishing a transparent 

company culture with widely available and documented guidelines.  

PROOF 

In a study by Bazerman and Tenbrunsel (2010), MBA students at Northwestern 

University’s Kellogg Graduate School of Management were presented with two different 

hypothetical job offers. One offer stated that Company A is offering $75,000 annually and that it 

is public information that the organization pays all starting MBAs from elite schools $75,000 (a 

job description followed). The second offer stated that Company B is offering $85,000 annually 
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and that it is public information that the company is paying other Kellogg graduates $95,000 

annually (a job description followed). Some participants only received one of the job offers; 

others received both jointly. The individuals who only saw one job offer were more likely to 

choose Company A over Company B. However, the individuals who received both job offers 

simultaneously were more likely to choose to work for Company B (Bazerman & Tenbrunsel, 

2010, p. 22-23). The study shows the importance of giving people multiple options to eliminate 

emotional System 1 responses, engage System 2, and consider the implications and outcomes of 

their decisions. 

ETHICAL DILEMMA 5: REVENGE 

“Revenge is not a noble sentiment, but it is a human one.” 

– Former New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani, reflecting on his feelings after the 

September 11 terrorist attacks (Forer, 2011) 

Because business transactions and daily workplace relations involve handshakes, 

formalities, and gift giving, one might assume that a primal instinct like revenge does not exist in 

this environment. Yet, business is made up of interactions between individuals, and as emotional 

beings, we are destined to be at odds with others at times. Some of the most commonplace 

crimes and unethical behavior come from emotions pushing us toward vengeance. If we feel 

cheated, our innate reaction is to cheat to get back at the aggressor. We rationalize this behavior 

by telling ourselves that we are not behaving immorally, but only getting even. Under perceived 

suppression or cruel leadership, employees will rebel or cut corners out of a sense of moral self-

righteousness. Whether it is a waiter taking money from the register because he feels he isn’t 
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being paid enough or a contractor billing extra hours after being rudely treated by a client, 

immoral actions are often clouded by internal reasoning and a desire for revenge.  

RESEARCH 

Employee theft is estimated to cost American businesses 5% of their annual revenue, and 

the U.S. Chamber of Commerce believes that 75% of employees steal from the workplace 

(Russakoff & Goodman, 2011). To what degree does a desire for revenge play a role in unethical 

behavior in the workplace? Dan Ariely and Ayelet Gneezy performed a basic experiment in a 

local coffee shop to examine the extent to which revenge affects stealing behaviors. They hired 

an actor to proctor the experiment, which involved offering coffee shop patrons $5 to perform a 

cognitive test. In the control group, the actor described the process of taking the test, collected 

the materials, and then told patrons, “Here is your $5, please count the money, sign the receipt, 

and leave it on the table. I’ll be back to collect it” (Ariely, 2012, p. 177). The actor walked away 

from each participant knowing that he had actually left $9 instead of $5. In the “annoyance 

condition,” the actor followed the same procedure, but with one exception. In the middle of 

explaining the experiment to each of the participants, he pretended to receive and answer a 

personal phone call from a friend about plans for the night. After hanging up, the actor made no 

reference to the call and continued to explain the test. While the researchers found that only 45% 

of the patrons returned the extra money in the control group, an even lower 12% of patrons who 

were treated rudely (in the annoyance condition) returned the money (Ariely, 2012, p. 178). As 

Ariely pointed out, this is a scarily high number for a 12-second disturbance. If nearly 9 out 10 

people effectively stole after experiencing such a minor irritation, imagine what unethical 

practices are self-vindicated in the workplace by those who experience feelings of constant abuse 

from colleagues and bosses. 
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POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

Many of the issues that arise from revenge and self-righteousness come from 

organizations that are hierarchal in structure, with upper-level management blindly assigning 

tasks and instructions to subordinates. Therefore, managers should think twice before telling a 

subordinate, “Because I said so” or “Because Corporate wants it.” Organizational structures need 

to be built on effective communication and company culture to support the transparency of 

operations. Not only do managers need to treat their employees with respect, but when rules are 

implemented or decisions made, the reasoning behind the mandates need to be communicated 

and concerns addressed. Employees need to feel valued at in the workplace. If financials or skill 

level do not constitute a basis for high monetary compensation, employees can be rewarded by 

other means. Generous time off, flexible schedules, company parties, and even acknowledgment 

of hard work can help boost employee morale and trust with the company. 

PROOF 

Research has identified effective means of communicating potentially unfair changes in 

policy and reducing feelings of exploitation. Jerald Greenberg of the Ohio State University 

conducted research at three manufacturing plants all owned by the same company. Because of a 

loss of contracts, two of the three plants (A and B) had to reduce wages by 15% (Greenberg, 

1990, p. 562). The “adequate explanation” condition was conducted at Plant A. At a meeting, the 

company president informed employees that the company did not want to make pay cuts, but that 

they were the best alternative to laying off employees, and that all reductions in wages would be 

spread equally across positions. Employees were given charts and graphs to further explain the 

financial implications the firm was facing and were told the cuts were designed to only last 10 
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weeks. Over an additional hour, the president directly and thoroughly answered employees’ 

questions, apologizing at the beginning of each response.  

Plant B was constituted as the “inadequate explanation” condition. The meeting with 

employees lasted for only 15 minutes rather than 90 and was conducted this time by a company 

vice president. While he did tell the employees that the cut was expected to last 10 weeks and 

was due to a loss in contracts, the VP offered no factual information or proof of the need for pay 

cuts, and showed no remorse to workers. Saying the cuts had been decided by the company’s 

president, the VP offered to answer one or two questions before he needed to go to another 

meeting (Greenberg, 1990, p. 563).  

Plant C was used as the control group, as none of the manufacturing conducted there was 

effected by the loss in contracts. Employees were not called to a meeting and no pay cuts were 

made (Greenberg, 1990, p. 563). 

To assess the implications of the pay cuts in the plants, Greenberg had the employees 

answer questionnaires assessing their feelings of fair compensation and communication levels 

with management before, during, and after the pay cuts. To measure employee theft, accounting 

shrinkage was monitored at every plant. The results showed that employees stole twice as much 

when they felt underpaid as when they felt fairly paid. While all plants saw around the same 

mean rate of theft before the pay cuts, the inadequate condition (Plant B) saw that level soar to 

8.9% during the cuts, the adequate condition (Plant A) saw it rise to 5.7%, and the control 

condition (Plant C) saw an unchanged 3.7%. At the end of the pay cut period, the theft rate went 

back to normal at all of the plants (Greenberg, 1990, p. 565).  
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On the flipside, companies that shower employees with benefits often see remuneration 

themselves. Many startup tech companies have joined the bandwagon of offering unlimited paid 

time off to their employees. The goal behind the idea is to treat employees as adults: as long as 

they get their work done, they are free to manage their time as they please. Evernote, a note-

taking and storage platform, allows unlimited vacation days for employees and has historically 

given a $1,000 bonus to anyone who takes a week off (McGregor, 2013). As a result, employees 

at these firms are more likely to feel respected and often end up actually taking less time off and 

faking sick days less often than those working for firms with more traditional policies. A friend 

of mine works at one such company, where employees make their own work schedule and can 

request time off whenever they wish. The resulting atmosphere in the workplace is energetic, and 

only one employee has left the division (for commuting reasons) since the office’s opening 

around eight months prior. 

ETHICAL DILEMMA 6: SOCIAL GROUP CHEATING 

In my younger years, I was blessed to go to a private college preparatory high school. 

Academic prowess and morality were two core pillars of the school’s founding. Upon 

acceptance, I became part of an experiment that was to put education into the modern 

technological era. My incoming class was the second group to take part in a new tablet computer 

program. We had no textbooks or notebooks; all of our classwork was done through school-

issued computers that we could write and take notes on. Under this new program, many teachers 

began giving tests and exams online through education portals.  

Not surprisingly, giving students greater access to the Internet and personal computers 

created new opportunities for cheating highlighted ethical issues. One incident during my 
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freshman year brought to light a unique ethical dilemma that affects nearly all of us, 

subconsciously or not. About half of my graduating class (not including me) took a science 

course with a recently hired professor. This teacher gave exams on the computer during class 

time and gave the same texts to subsequent sections later in the day. Students eventually found 

out that some of the test answers were online and began to communicate answers not only with 

their peers in the classroom who were taking the test with them through messaging and mass 

email, but to the later sections as well. While the scandal started out with a small group of 

students, it spread to a shockingly high number of more than 100. A whistleblower brought the 

cheating to the attention of the administration. Several probations, class-wide discipline, a short 

tenure for the professor, and the dropping of the class followed—all at a prestigious institution 

whose students regularly go on to attend Ivy League schools. Surely, this level of cheating did 

not occur in other classes on campus. So, why did it spread like a plague in this one?  

Our social tendencies have carried on throughout evolution, from primates grooming 

each other to sending pictures of lunch to your friends on Snapchat. We intrinsically want to be 

liked and accepted by others. This desire influences our behavior in ways ranging from adapting 

the characteristics of those we admire to picking up the pencil that someone dropped in front of 

us in a classroom. Social collaboration is important in two primary ethical realms: setting social 

norms and altruism. Regarding social norms, if we find ourselves in a situation where everyone 

is cheating, we are much more likely to ourselves. And if we are behaving altruistically, we are 

much less likely to think of the moral ramifications and rationalize our unethical behavior when 

doing an act for someone else. After all, we are only “helping them out.” 
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RESEARCH 

In yet another matrix math experiment, three groups of participants were formed: a 

control group, a group where cheating was possible, and a group where cheating was possible 

but involved collaboration. The collaborative cheating variable was the same as the standard 

cheating group, but after participants solved the matrices, they had to find their previously 

unknown partner and write down each other’s scores. These scores were then combined, and 

each participant was paid half of the payout. The results showed an interesting element of human 

behavior. Although the individuals had no previous contact with their partners in the 

collaborative cheating subset, they claimed to have solved three more matrices than participants 

in the standard individual cheating subset (Ariely, 2010, p. 226). People generally like to do nice 

things for others, and the experiment shows that this human trait extends to unethical behavior as 

well. What’s more, when the experiment was redone to include a group where cheating would 

only benefit their partner, claimed matrixes solved increased even further (Ariely, 2012, p. 232).  

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

The new craze in the workplace seems to be teams. Offices are moving toward open, 

collaborative atmospheres, a format that can place a double threat on upholding moral values by 

perpetuating the status quo from groupthink and encouraging altruistic cheating tendencies, as 

discussed above. The obvious remedy would be to limit group activities, but the danger would be 

to discourage practical and more efficient teamwork. In these situations, an oversight system 

should be put in place for groups handling sensitive and ethical issues. Monitoring by an outsider 

or group will help the internal team adhere to high moral standards. The strategy has to be 

carefully designed so that it does not resemble a compliance system, lest it faces the same 

negative consequences discussed in the conflict of interest section. 
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PROOF 

It’s obvious why disassembling teams would lead to less social group cheating: with no 

social groups, individuals have no one to cheat with. Yet, why does implementing a monitoring 

system over existing teams work? Using the favorite math matrix test, an experiment was 

conducted to test participants’ honesty when they were being watched. Individuals took the test 

as discussed previously, but this time they worked in pairs and took turns watching over each 

other as they took the test. The partners were not allowed to talk, were randomly assigned, and 

never met. At the end of the experiment, they wrote down their combined score and were paid 

like the others for their correct answers. In this condition, zero cheating was found (Ariely, 2012, 

p. 227). The key to this type of monitoring system was that the parties had no established 

relationship, and no socialization was encouraged. When the partners were given opportunities to 

talk and become friendly in the experiment, cheating was found to occur once again (Ariely, 

2012, p. 228). Thus, when setting up observation of teams, it is important that supervision comes 

from a third party who is not incentivized to help and who is not affiliated with the group to 

maintain his or her moral face.  

CONCLUSION 

Changing corporate models to make honesty a standard policy must begin at the top. 

Leaders must decide that dishonesty in any form is unacceptable. They must proclaim 

that credo to the troops in a convincing manner, then set up monitoring processes that 

ensure that the policy is followed. Above all, leaders must be seen to model honesty 

themselves. – Karl Eller (Eller, 2005) 
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Imagine that your business has just tanked due to some business decisions that you made 

in good faith. You can either declare bankruptcy and rid yourself of $100 million in debt, or you 

can promise to pay everything you owe back based on the good faith of your name. I think it 

would be fair to say that most people would do the former. Karl Eller did the later. After Circle 

K collapsed, Eller, its CEO, went against conventional lawyers’ wisdom and decided to take full 

responsibility. He believed that doing otherwise would be dishonorable to the creditors and 

investors that had placed faith in him. So Eller gave his backers a choice between allowing him 

to pay them back in full over time or taking 10 cents on the dollar if they wanted returns 

immediately. Half of investors took Eller’s word, and he paid them back over the next few years 

when he made his comeback (Eller, 2005, p. 98). 

In the end, ethical behavior comes down to being a leader. Managers need to lead by 

example and hold themselves to the highest ethical standards. Karl Eller understood this. He paid 

back his debts, though he didn’t have to. As a successful businessperson, he owned his own 

private jet and only billed his company for time flown on business trips (p. 140). If he made a 

promise, “you got exactly what I promised and then some,” he said (p. 38). He paved his own 

way to success, through ups and downs, and was an ethical role model to some.  

Building an ethical organization has to start at the top. Most people are not inherently evil 

and do not set out to behave badly. People follow strong leaders, and guidance is needed to steer 

employees in the right direction. With the right leadership and systems in place, an organization 

can be both successful and ethical. For Eller, “Right actions and smart actions can and should be 

the same” (p. 99) because, after all, “Nice people may not always finish first, but honest ones do” 

(p. 102).  
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